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MOI study of grain boundary transparencies in [001]
tilt (Yb0.7Ca0.3)Ba2Cu3O7-d 6 and 9 degree

bi-crystal thin films.
Wednesday, 1 July 2015 11:30 (15 minutes)

Low angle grain boundaries (GB) are still the most important current-limiting mechanism operating in rare
earth barium copper oxide (REBCO) coated conductors. While Ca-doping is found to improve the transparency
of low angle GBs in weak fields at high temperatures, the growing interest of building high field magnets using
REBCO coated conductors requires evaluating the effectiveness of Ca-doping more broadly. In this study,
we used Magneto-Optical-Imaging (MOI) to quantitatively study the GB transparency (rGB=JcGB/Jcgrain)
in several (Yb0.7Ca0.3)Ba2Cu3O7 PLD thin films grown on SrTiO3 6 and 9 degree bi-crystals in the broad
temperature range 5 to 77 K. JcGB and Jcgrain and their ratio rGB in various doping states obtained by varying
the post-growth annealing conditions were independently determined by analyzing theMO images. We found
that post-growth annealing affects JcGB and Jcgrain differently. In 1 bar oxygen annealing, JcGB stabilizes
faster than Jcgrain. On the other hand, JcGB is less affected by annealing in reduced oxygen atmosphere. As
a result, higher rGB is achieved when the sample is oxygen-deficient. Another major finding is that rGB of
Ca-doped and pure GBs have different temperature dependence. Starting from T=0.6Tc, rGB of Ca-doped GB
increases much faster with temperature than that of pure GBs. We found that on the other hand, the benefit
of Ca-doping is very limited at the low temperature end. This is speculated to be a result of non-uniform Ca-
segregation at the GBs. Overall, our results suggest that Ca-doping is not very valuable for low temperature
application of REBCO.
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